The Stories We Carry:  
Ivanna Modrytska

**Observe**

Three sources that will help my group to develop a collaborative paper are the following:  

**Discuss**

I found two interviews with two female student that graduated at the same time with Lucia and in the interviews they talked why they went to college in the first time, what their goals were, what they wanted to achieve initially in life. Female education was very extraordinary for woman to have back at that time. Both of the woman talked about what their careers were and one of them was an english major and the other one was journalism major. Both of them were an interest for Lucia, so through interviews I could get a sense of what is Lucia going to do after college, what career is she going to pursue and where is she going to be working.  
The third source is the history of the decade when Lucia and Phil got married for better understanding in what situation they were and what happened during that time that could have influenced Lucia's and Phil's life.

**Reflect**

**Link**
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**Other**

This is my paragraph proposal that I brought to my project group to discuss. However, we came up with a totally new idea about our project.